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Summary
Flocking is a behavior exhibited by birds, and other living beings. The research
results on flocking have been applied to numerous real-life situations like fire evacuations
and animation modeling. Studies on this behavior have been done since 1986 when Craig
Reynolds first came out with a computer simulation. In our project, we constructed our
own rigorous mathematical models on flocking; and we also wrote programs which
simulate real-life flocking situations on the computer. We have successfully found a
suitable mathematical model to describe certain flocking behaviors to some extent.
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Abstract
Many of the previous researches have made great discoveries about flocking. The
Reynolds rules [17], the most basic knowledge in flocking, are cohesion, separation and
alignment. And like many others, this project aims to construct mathematical models and
computer programs to simulate the flocking behavior.
Constructing mathematical models is crucial to the studies of flocking. Normally, a
mathematical model describes the motion of each agent in a flock in order to make agents
follow the Reynolds rules.
To apply the theory into real-life, computer simulation of the behavior is necessary. In
this project, computer simulations are made by MATLAB. In order to use the program
efficiently, we did the programs in modules, so some common parts can be used for all
kinds of models. With the modules which simulate real-life situations such as
constructing obstructions, and those that allow operators to change the parameters inside
a model, much revision on the mathematical model has been done. Hence the model is
made to better resemble real life situations.

Background
Since the mathematical model in this paper is constructed based on the Reynolds Rules,
it is especially important to make an introduction on the three factors, namely cohesion,
separation and alignment.
Cohesion is easy to understand, and it is one of the necessary conditions for flocking
phenomenon to occur because only when there is a crowd do we observe flocking.
Separation is easy to explain if we consider real-life situations. When birds fly or fish
swim or people walk, sufficient space is needed between individuals. And last but not
least, alignment is definitely the most important factor in flocking.
Alignment is the key factor to determine whether this is a flocking phenomenon and
what kind of flocking the crowd is exhibiting.
Flocking phenomena can be formulated using mathematical models. And there are
many ways to do so. Since the motion of each agent is the key point of the models,
certain amount of physics knowledge is also needed when we construct our models. The
models may be either simple or complicated based on the methods. In this paper, the
models range from the simple ones which only consider the velocity of each agent, to the
models which consider even the agents’ eyesight and are formulated in the complex plane.
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Classification of Flocking Behaviors
A lot of classification work has been done before models are constructed. And, as a
result, a decision is made to classify all flocking phenomena into four categories, namely:
attractive and repulsive interaction, toruses, flocks, and flocks with leaders.
Attractive and repulsive is easy to explain. It is natural for agents to repel each other
when they get too close, and sometimes agents tend to attract each other to form crowds.
This happens in almost all flocking phenomena.
Toruse is a term adapted from Collective Behavior Coordination with Predictive
Mechanisms [9]. It occurs when agents move around an empty center. It is commonly
observed in bird flocks.
Flock is also adapted from Collective Behavior Coordination with Predictive
Mechanisms [9]. It refers to the phenomenon when agents move collectively in one
direction.
Last but not least, flocks with leaders occur when there is a leader which changes the
direction of which the flocking is heading in.
However, real-life situations are far more complicated. This is because in real-life,
when flocking phenomenon occurs, it may fall into multiple categories. For example,
when there is a fire in a building, people have to follow an instructor. On the other hand,
those who cannot see the instructor tend to catch up with the crowd; and at the same time,
each person needs sufficient space; when the crowd gets overly crowded, people tend to
scatter. Hence, this situation falls into three categories which are attractive and repulsive
interaction, flocks, and flocks with leaders.
Objective
The objective of the project is to come up with an authentic mathematical model to
describe the flocking behavior with the aid of computer programming.
Results
Section I: A Model Which Considers the Eyesight of Agents
The main concern of this model is the 'eyesight' of an agent. This means that an
agent has a certain eyesight range and hence would concentrate mostly on the objects
that come into its eyes, while not paying much attention
to other agents off its eyesight. Figure 1 illustrates how
an agent considers other agents with different degree of
importance.
1. Eyesight function and General Direction
We hence shall construct a function that determines how
much degree of importance is put on an agent's (to be
referred as Observers)
neighbors, namely, “eyesight
Figure 1
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function” sr: C→R The observer in this eyesight function is assumed to be at origin,
pointing at +x direction, but by rotating and translation, the function can be applied to an
arbitrary agent on the same plane.
To summarize, an agent i with position xi and velocity vi (Be reminded that these values
are complex numbers) would consider a position z with degree of importance sr

.

Figure 2
At every moment, each agent determines “general direction” of its neighbors, determined
with respect to its own eyesight. General Direction gi hence can be considered as the
weighted mean of velocities of other
agents with weight (degree of
importance) sr

, i.e.

2. Constructing Eyesight Function
Now we construct the eyesight function. Since the function is defined for complex
domain, it is also easy to consider these two factors separately, each using argument and
magnitude. i.e.

a. Angle Function
The archetype of function we will use for angle
function would be

, and since sight

range would differ from different types of agent, we
introduce a parameter r that indicates sight range:

if the sight range ranges from – to +𝜃 , denote r=
𝜃. According to the sight range, the graph
of

will be stretched along x-axis

(angle axis), and so we have a prototype angle function
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But we would need to eliminate the negative part by multiplying a function h:

So that we have the angle function:

b. Distance Function
We use
Figure 4

,

as shown in Figure 4, the graph fits

quite well what a distance function should look like
intuitively, including the fact that the function has
fast convergence rage (hence indicating the fact that
objects at far distance are of negligible effect to
observer.) Hence, in conclusion, the eyesight
function s(x) can be expressed as:

3. Cohesion and Avoidance Factor
Among the three Reynolds Rules for flocking, the alignment factor is considered above,
however, we have yet to apply the cohesion and avoidance rule. This can be done simply
by superposing it alignment factor. The rules to be followed are:
(1): An agent would not want being too close to its neighbors.
(2): Rule (1) however does not mean that the avoidance factor would shoot to infinity
near distance zero.
(3): An agent would move towards any agent that comes into its eyesight. Hence the
cohesion/avoidance function should be asymptotic to x-axis.

Figure 5
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As a result, the preferred shape of the cohesion/repulsion force graph (plotted against
distance) is shown in Figure 5, which is well-demonstrated using

, cohesion and

avoidance factor is determined by weighted mean of the cohesion/avoidance function
with weight s

in order to calculate the cohesion/avoidance factor. i.e.

4. Turnaround Factor
An unfavorable situation illustrated in Figure 6 however might
occur by only considering three Reynolds Rules in our model, as
an agent looks away from the main cluster of other agents while
straying away because there are no other agents to affect its
pathway.
Therefore to prevent such a situation,
we shall introduce another factor which
Figure 6
is responsible for turning around when
there is not a big number of agents in
the observer's eyesight. The preferred graph for the "turnaround
factor" is shown in Figure 7.
Figure 7
Again it is to be considered that the value does not shoot to infinity at zero, but should
reach reasonably a big value. A function fitting well to this graph is:

where k1 is the function value at origin, the "turnaround strength" which is to be of
moderately big value about 10, and L is the "loneliness factor" which determines the
minimal number of x (i.e. number of agents) such that the observer does not feel "lonely"
so not turning around, hence having negligible function value at x=L.
.
Number of the agent to be input on above expression is of course to be determined using
weight function as usual:
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Turnaround factor is to be added into acceleration, and in order to not alter the agent's
speed, turnaround factor should act in perpendicular direction to the velocity, i.e. i .
Hence, the turnaround factor ti is determined as:

5. The Model
By combining derivations above, we obtain:

as the differential equation of this flocking model.

Computer Simulation and Conclusion
Programming is a very important part in this project as it will justify the accuracy of
each model that has been constructed and also help in determining the parameters in a
model. In this project, the program is done in MATLAB.
The process of programming is broken into following steps:
 Figure out what is necessary for a model;
 Construct coding for each necessary part to form coding modules;
 Connect the modules together to construct programs for each model.
Before programming the final model, a few simulations are done on existing models.
So, the program is written in modules in order to reuse the common parts of programs.
An example of the module on constructing obstructions for the agents is attached in the
appendix, and it can be reused for any model.
The simulation helps in making adjustments to parameters in the model. Therefore, a
few parameters are requested from the operator before the program is launched. And by
changing some parameters, different types of flocking phenomena can be observed. The
module for the model in this paper is attached in the appendix, where the loneliness factor
and the range must be manually entered before the simulation starts.
After much adjustment, our finalized model resembles real-life situations successfully.
An example would be the bird flocks. Table1 shows the similarity between our computer
simulation and bird flocks in real life.
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[18]

At t=5s, like birds that
are about to fly off, the
agents in the simulation
are scattered

.
[19]

[20]

At t=10s, like birds
which just fly off the
land, the agents in the
simulation are still
scattered, but they are
moving toward a
common direction and
tend to form a line or a
crowd.
At t>30s, most of the
agents in the simulation
would line up and move
towards a common
direction, resembling the
birds which are high up
in the sky, moving in
flocks.

And the simulation has shown that this specific model follows the Reynolds rules as
they exhibit cohesion, separation and alignment. Hence, the model is successful to a
certain extent.
However, the following problems have occurred in the simulation even after many
attempts to amend the model:
 Agents get faster and faster as time passes by;
 The turnaround factor does not work well enough for agents who are at the head
or the tail of the queue, while they are expected to turn around when they are
moving towards a place with few agents.
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Possible Extension
Our model is not yet perfect and we can make further improvements in these areas:
 Introduce a cap for the velocities of agents. This is because in real-life, animals do
have a speed limit, instead of accelerating freely;
 Introduce a term in order to achieve better cohesion. This is more likely to be an
improvement on the turnaround factor;
 A 3D simulation has been done on existing models, and it resembles the real-life
situation better. However, the model in this paper does not allow so as it has been
done in the complex plane, so constructing a model in real number plane is a way
to improve the project;
 In this current model, the motion of each agent is considered. However, it is more
often to consider a whole crowd of agents in real-life. Further investigation can be
done in this field too.
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Appendix


Program codes:
Creation of obstructions:
%Creation of objects
nx=input('Number of objects in x direction: ');
for mx=1:nx
xs(:,mx)=input('starting x value: ');
xe(:,mx)=input('ending x value: ');
ay(:,mx)=input('y value: ');
end
ny=input('Number of objects in y direction: ');
for my=1:ny
ys(:,my)=input('starting y value: ');
ye(:,my)=input('ending y value: ');
ax(:,my)=input('x value: ');
end
%Bouncing back at the walls
choice=input('Enter 1 if agents bouces back when they are in
coneact with walls, or 2 if agents move along theobjects');
for at=1:a
if choice==1
%boucing back
for px=1:nx
if abs(yt-ay(:,px))<0.1
if xe(:,px)>xt(at,:)>xs(:,px)
vyt1=-vyt1;
end
end
end
for py=1:ny
if abs(xt-ax(:,py))<0.1
if ye(:,py)>yt(at,:)>xs(:,py)
vxt1=-vxt1;
end
end
end
elseif choice==2;
%going along the walls
for qx=1:nx
if abs(yt-ay(:,qx))<0.1
if xe(:,qx)>xt(at,:)>xs(:,qx)
vyt1=0;
end
end
end
for qy=1:ny
if abs(xt-ax(:,qy))<0.1
if ye(:,qy)>yt(at,:)>ys(:,qy)
vxt1=0;
end
end
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end
else
disp('The input is faulty. The objects are not functioning');
end
end

Sample codes for the model in this paper:
a=input('number of birds= ');
r=input('range(0<r<2*pi)= ');
L=input('loneliness factor= ');
k1=input('testing k= ');
s=rand(a,1);Ar=rand(a,1);at=rand(a,1);g=rand(a,1);c=rand(a,1);at=
rand(a,1);p=rand(a,1);d=rand(a,1);u=rand(a,1);vcap=rand(a,1);ti=r
and(a,1);
x=10*rand(a,1)+(10*rand(a,1))*1i;
%initial position
v=rand(a,1)+rand(a,1)*1i;
axis([-200 200 -200 200]);
%axis dimention
vep=1.0e-9;
while a>1
for k=1:a
vcap(k,1)=(v(k,1))/sqrt(((real(v(k,1)))^2)+(imag(v(k,1)))^2);
nom=0;
sums=0;
nomc=0;
sumc=0;
for m=1:a
if m ~= k
u(m,1)=angle(v(m,1))-angle(v(k,1));
d(m,1)=(x(m,1))-(x(k,1));
p(m,1)=d(m,1)/vcap(k,1);
if -r<u(m,1) && r>u(m,1)
h(m,1)=1;
else
h(m,1)=0;
end
Ar(m,1)=(cos((pi*u(m,1)/r))+1)*h(m,1);
s(m,1)=Ar(m,1)*exp(-(abs(p(m,1))^2));
nom=nom+s(m,1)*v(m,1);
sums=sums+s(m,1);
cm(m,1)=(1-2*abs(p(m,1))^2)/((1+abs(p(m,1))^2)^2);
nomc=nomc+cm(m,:)*v(m,:);
sumc=sumc+cm(m,:);
end
end
ti(k,:)=(k1*1i*vcap(k,1))/(1+((4/L)*(sums+vep)));
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g(k,:)=nom/(sums+vep);
c(k,:)=nomc/(sumc+vep);
at(k,:)=g(k,:)+c(k,:)+ti(k,:);
v(k,:)=0.05*at(k,:)+v(k,:);
x(k,:)=0.05*v(k,:)+x(k,:);
end
clf;
xmin=min(real(x(:,:)));xmax=max(real(x(:,:)));
ymin=min(imag(x(:,:)));ymax=max(imag(x(:,:)));
plot(real(x(:,:)),imag(x(:,:)),'o') ;
axis([xmin-5 xmax+5 ymin-5 ymax+5]);
pause(0.2);
end

For more complete codes, please email wqhello@gmail.com
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